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CLIENT BASE
Elite are proud to have an extensive client base, having worked
with some of the world’s most well-known brands. With a plan to
approach every project as a fresh challenge, tailored to our client’s
speciﬁc requirements, they have become loyal supporters of Elite
products.
Our varied client base reﬂects our ability to deliver services and
products to a number of industries, offering creative ideas and
concepts that support their values.
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CLIENT

Aalco Metals

LOCATION

Southampton, UK
Aalco Metals selected Paperchain Partnership to design a modern and practical space with breakout
areas, encouraging better productivity within the organisation.
Elite were approached during the consultation discussions with Aalco Metals. This early engagement
meant their client were given the opportunity to visit Elite’s showroom and select the right solutions
for their business, prior to design layouts being presented, saving valuable time on the overall project.
The design incorporated Linnea double workstations and Vida task chairs for the open plan ofﬁce
space, Harmony Bench with Bill stools and Evo Modular booths for the breakout areas. Reﬂex
boardroom tables provided an elegant surface for meetings, teamed with Moda meeting chairs.
Staff feedback was positive, prompting Aalco Metals to implement a similar design throughout their
UK ofﬁce network.
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CLIENT

Advanced Commercial Interiors

LOCATION

Nottingham, UK
Pear Tree Yard was purchased by Advanced Commercial Interiors, following their successful growth
and need to relocate to larger premises. When purchased, the building required signiﬁcant
renovations but had huge potential to provide ACI with a modern ofﬁce and showroom, retaining its
existing character.
When the building works were complete, ACI, having sold Elite products themselves, decided the
interior required the quality of Elite products to ﬁnish the design to a high standard.
Lux benches were used to provide a relaxed meeting space, complemented by Moda meeting
chairs. Progress Height Adjustable desks were used in the executive ofﬁce, to take advantage of
their sit-stand capability, while white Linnea desks with a black trim offered a contemporary look to
the main ofﬁce. Vida task chairs were used throughout the ofﬁce area due to their functionality and
comfort.
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CLIENT

Ameresco

LOCATION
Leeds, UK

Ameresco is one of the largest independent energy service providers in North America and the
United Kingdom, delivering long-term customer value and environmental sustainability through
energy efﬁciency measures, smart procurement, demand-side optimisation and alternative energy
infrastructure solutions.
Ameresco worked with Absolute on providing a turn key solution of ﬁt out and furniture for their
ofﬁces in Castleford. The project called for a fresh modern look that would enhance the brand
experience for clients when visiting the site and, at the same time create an inspiring and motivating
working environment for the staff. Absolute partnered with Elite to provide furniture that offered all
of this and more, utilising our Matrix range and Lux meeting tables. The new Elipsa lounge chairs
were incorporated into the project along with Bill stools in the breakout area. The ﬁnished project, as
demonstrated by the imagery really shows the Ameresco brand in an up to date modern light.
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CLIENT

ARMC / University of Shefﬁeld

LOCATION
Shefﬁeld, UK

Having successfully delivered the full furniture package for the purpose-built Factory 2050, the
University approached Elite for a solution to their space constraints.
Since moving into their building in December 2016, the Department had expanded far more quickly
than they originally anticipated and required the help of Elite to provide additional workspace to
accommodate this growth and maintain a satisfactory level of meeting and social spaces.
Our new brief was to create various areas within the existing building to allow for ﬂexible working
without affecting the character of the building. After initial consultations it was decided that the
Retreat Booth was the most suitable solution, as the provision of integral power, data, media and
lighting coupled with the acoustic properties, that would soften the ambient factory noise, would
provide staff with four additional areas to use socially, for both formal and informal meetings as well
as utilise the internal media facilities to present their state of the art aerospace designs.
The ﬁnal installation provided an exact solution for this intricate brief, without compromising too much
space within the manufacturing facility. We were pleased to hear the university were delighted with
the end results and the Booths are occupied daily.
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CLIENT

Associated British Ports

LOCATION

Southampton, UK
Based in Southampton, Associated British Ports is the UK leading and best-connected port owner and
operator. The network of 21 ports around Britain offer marine, road and rail access to domestic and
international markets.
The ofﬁce at the Southampton port offers historic signiﬁcance, looking out onto the birthplace of the
iconic Titanic.
Iesis Urban spaces who create ofﬁce workspaces that are not only vibrant, but which work on a
functional level to improve productivity and wellbeing were asked to consult on a scheme for new
desking over two ﬂoors. With experience in ofﬁce and residential refurbishment, space planning and
design, furniture supply, design and build, and in Cat A and Cat B projects, our highly qualiﬁed trade
professionals and suppliers were able to deliver this transformational project on time and within
budget.
We worked alongside Iesis Urban spaces for Associated British Ports Ocean Gate HQ in
Southampton. After a showroom visit and with the Architects ABP needed a manufacture that offered
a ﬂexible and cost-effective approach to a Sit Stand bench and desking solution that also offered a
bespoke solution where required. We were awarded the contract supplying Progress Plus Electrical
Sit Stand desking, Harmony Bench, four ranges of special storage cupboards all with bespoke MFC
tops.
The project was completed over two phases and the Client and Architect was very keen to work
again with Iesis Urban Spaces and Elite Ofﬁce Furniture after the success of the ﬁrst phase.
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CLIENT

Beeswax Dyson Farming

LOCATION
Lincoln, UK

Elite were engaged by APSS, appointed by Beeswax Dyson Farming to convert an estate house into
modern commercial ofﬁces. The project included the installation of a mezzanine ﬂoor and glass
staircase in the reception area and glass partitions to create ofﬁces.
With a brief that asked for vibrant furniture to complement the contemporary space, i-sit task chairs
were supplied for use in the main ofﬁce, alongside Progress Height-Adjustable desks and the kitchen
area used during lunch breaks was furnished with Piazza tables and Bill stool and chairs.
The client was extremely happy with the end result and the building has been transformed into an
amazing ofﬁce space, with the most breath-taking views across Lincolnshire.
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CLIENT

Berry Gardens

LOCATION
Kent, UK

This project consisted of a £4million complete ofﬁce ﬁt-out of a 5000m² fruit farm. Having worked
very successfully with Berry Gardens ﬁve years previously we were asked to provide the furniture for
their project which was to be a state of the art 5000m² £4million new build which would be the
largest soft fruit farm facility in Europe.
The brief was to keep existing furniture and offer some playful modern areas so the staff can enjoy
the space more, showing the Berry Gardens corporate colours of green and red.
Working in conjunction with the architect we provided plans, showroom visits, quotations and
installation services making sure the client was supported from cradle to grave.
A variety of products were used to help Berry Gardens achieve the new look they wanted, some of
these included Kassini desks paired with Team Plus Mesh operator chairs, pedestals and storage
units. Aerofoil meeting tables, Escape lounge chairs, Multiply stools, Ben breakout chairs and
Cascara Lounge chairs.
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CLIENT
Bühler

LOCATION
London, UK

Working with Form Workplace Solutions on a small but stylish ofﬁce furniture project we were given
a brief which was to supply furniture for break out spaces in the ofﬁce and the atrium area.
By using the Alto Bench mixed with Bob stools and meeting tables combined with Ben chairs a
space was created resulting in a great place for the client’s staff to socialise, work and eat away from
the desk areas.
We also provided two meeting room areas creating a smarter appearance but still with a
contemporary feel by using our Reﬂex meeting tables and Tempo chairs.
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CLIENT

Churches Fire & Security

LOCATION

Hampshire, UK
After previously working with Kiwi Design, Churches Fire & Security selected the Dorset based
interior ﬁt-out contractor to design, build and ﬁt out further ground ﬂoor ofﬁce space, as an extension
to their existing premises.
There were three areas to furnish, including an open plan ofﬁce space, meeting rooms and
breakout/kitchen area. Kiwi selected Elite's Linnea double benches to provide a 40 position
workspace with Harmony benches and Bill stools for ﬂexible working.
The boardrooms were furnished with Reﬂex and Linnea tables and a third meeting room incorporated
Fliptop tables for adaptability when meeting requirements change.
Finally, the breakout area was designed to provide staff with multiple options for agile working and
lunchtimes. This included Elite's bar tables and stools, Cascara loungers with coffee tables, Loco
benches with bench seats and High Back Evo Plus seating conﬁgured as booths.
Combined, the design and blend of furniture provides a professional, yet relaxed workspace for their
staff to enjoy.
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CLIENT

Claritas Solutions

LOCATION
Wetherby, UK

Working very closely with our Dealer Partners Absolute Commercial Interiors we came up with an
ofﬁce design and ﬁt out project for Claritas Solutions, an I.T. services company in West Yorkshire.
ACI designed a creative but professional and functional space split into various zones, from separate
meeting rooms to seated booths, raised tables, and a lounge area to play the X-box. ACI utilised Lux
benching range and Vida chairs for the general ofﬁce environment.
Employees now have a fantastic environment that they can enjoy spending time in. Their new
interior and layout also offers the level of safety and security that their previous ofﬁces lacked, and
this paired with the stylish interior has helped them to secure some fantastic client wins that have
helped the company go from strength to strength.
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CLIENT

Crisp Thinking

LOCATION
Leeds, UK

Crisp Thinking were originally located in an old converted church just on the outskirts of Leeds City
Centre. The building was slightly dated and there was a need for change to provide their staff with a
more functional, yet inspiring environment to work in. The location would also serve as an important
branding tool for Crisp with new and existing clients.
The new premises required a design that created a practical and productive atmosphere, one that
existing staff would be proud to work in and that would attract new talent and clients.
Crisp approached Absolute Commercial Interiors and challenged them to create a design that met the
brief. After consultation and visits to both our factory in Yorkshire and the showroom in London, the
decision was made to use Elite’s Progress Sit-Stand Workstations throughout the ofﬁce. Crisp felt
that giving their staff the option of being able to work from a seated or standing position, would
introduce a healthier, more modern way of working.
The client opted for Elipsa lounge chairs with a wooden swivel base and contrasting fabric, bringing a
premium feel to the boardroom and in-ofﬁce meeting spaces. Bill stools with a Walnut stained leg
were used within the breakout area to complement the look a feel of the kitchen. The elegant
entrance lobby was further complemented by the use of the Cascara High Back Lounge Chairs with a
walnut frame and black leather, deep buttoned shell adding a touch of style and sophistication.
Crisp’s already reputable brand was represented throughout the design, producing an ofﬁce that
mirrored the companies values.
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CLIENT

East Riding of Yorkshire Council

LOCATION
Beverley, UK

K Block is an amalgamation of three historic properties, located within the multi building complex of
Beverley’s County Hall. CBE were approached following the internal refurbishment and remodelling
works carried out by Houltons. All parties involved worked together to deliver the East Riding's vision
of making effective use of their space.
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STOKE
BY NAYLAND CAMPUS
CLIENT

Focus School

LOCATION

Stoke-by-Nayland, Colchester, UK
During the 2016 summer holidays a large refurbishment was carried out at Focus School Stoke By
Nayland Campus.
A dramatic transformation took place in the school which included reconﬁguration of the classroom
layouts to embrace Self Directed Learning (SDL), new furniture throughout the school, a new staff
hub area and much more. As part of a new SDL program, the classrooms have been split into
collaborative zones, semi-collaborative zones and focused zones, which have enabled the students
to choose their learning environment depending on how they learn best.
Colour was a key design element used in the refurbishment and an invigorating pallet of bright green,
yellow and blue has been used throughout the school. The completed look is modern and fun,
inspiring and motivating the students to put all they have got into their education.
The staff have been treated to a ﬁrst class area which features a kitchen and break out zone, a
collaborative zone for team discussion, seating booths for lesson preparation and even a shower!
Zentura provided complete management of the refurbishment project, from initial space planning
through to furniture supply and installation, and this was completed within budget and in a very tight
timeframe of only 6 weeks.
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CLIENT

Fox International

LOCATION
Essex, UK

Fox International is ﬁrmly established as one of the leading tackle manufacturers in Europe. With the
company continuing to grow, now with a global reach, Fox International identiﬁed the need to acquire
new premises in Brentwood to accommodate the expanding team.
Eden Projects, based in Kent introduced Elite from an early stage, meaning we were able to work
with Eden Projects and the client at the point of design and concept, right through to the speciﬁcation
and ﬁt out of the ofﬁce.
From the initial designs and showroom visits, Elite were selected to furnish a majority of the furniture
within the building. Finished to mirror their well-recognised logo, the use of black and orange were
combined to create a stylish and modern workplace.
Elite’s Linnea range was selected for the main ofﬁce, with a combination of rectangular and 120
degree workstations and Progress Height Adjustable desks were selected for the manager’s ofﬁces.
To accompany the desks, we teamed acrylic frosted screens with a black trim matching the black
edging on the desks. A number of products from our seating range was selected for use within the
ofﬁce and meeting spaces, including Vida task chairs, Vice Versa visitor chairs, Escape stools and
Hangout Booths.
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CLIENT

Gleeson Recruitment

LOCATION

Birmingham, UK
Gleeson are one of the fastest growing recruitment businesses in the midlands and specialise in the
recruitment of staff in the following sectors nationwide, Accountancy & Finance, Engineering &
Manufacturing, Human Resources, IT, Procurement & Supply Chain,
Transformation and Executive Search. They engaged Elite after making the decision to relocate. Their
rapid growth meant that their current ofﬁce setup was not making the most of their dynamic team
and they were spilt over several cellular ofﬁce spaces.
The new ofﬁce needed to bring the team together in one collaborative space and allow them to thrive
and excel in their ﬁeld. The directors wanted to create a space where the staff would be inspired to
work and as such helping them with both retain and attract new staff. The space catered for their
existing staff numbers but also allowed for a potential increase
of 50%.
We worked with the client on different layouts and concepts and they fully embraced the new ways
of working and the agile working environment model, using a single open plan ofﬁce area for all staff
including directors, non-ﬁxed desking positions, digital lockers and Hotbox individual storage solution.
Along with a creative ofﬁce space including a retro telephone box for making sensitive calls, they also
included a table tennis table in the ofﬁce, Xbox in the Astro-turfed breakout area along with a
traditional boardroom and exciting meeting space.
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CLIENT

Grifﬁths & Armour

LOCATION
Liverpool, UK

Working closely with Aztec Interiors, we were approached to support Grifﬁths & Armour with
designing their new waterfront headquarters in Liverpool. The space required a contemporary and
inspiring environment with meeting rooms, breakout spaces and boardroom to offer a workplace that
engaged with their employees.
After initial consultations, the client visited our head ofﬁce and showroom to explore our products.
To ensure the client would be satisﬁed after installation, samples were issued for them to test the
products with their workforce and shortly after an assortment of our products were selected to
reﬂect the heritage, as well as the future vision of the company.
The ﬁnal installation successfully utilised the space available and transformed how Grifﬁths &
Armour’s teams were internally as well as interacting with their visitors and customers.
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CLIENT
Kuoni

LOCATION
London, UK

Kuoni’s new ofﬁces at 1 Alie Street, London was triggered due to a merge of JTB Europe & Kuoni.
Alie Street provided them with the space to accommodate the 200+ staff, as well as the desire to
embrace new ways of working with an abundance of communal spaces for team collaboration.
Francis Hunter Project Management and Maze Workplace were appointed to support Kuoni’s furniture
requirements and after an intense tender process, Ofﬁce Furniture London were appointed as main
furniture supplier to the project.
Working closely with the professional team, a large proportion of the furniture was selected from
Elite’s portfolio including Vida Task Chairs, Linnea Meeting Tables, Storage, Norden Breakout Chairs,
Alto Benches, Bob Stools, Luma Lounge Chairs as well as a large selection of Evo Plus High Back
sofas to accommodate multiple uses from quiet meeting booths to café breakout seating.
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CLIENT

Leeds Arts University

LOCATION
Leeds, UK

Having successfully completed design and solution consultation, Elite were appointed to supply the
loose furniture and ﬁttings for the new building extension to the main campus at Leeds Arts
University.
The new building comprises ﬁve ﬂoors to accommodate a multitude of activities and disciplines
including Staff and Academic Ofﬁces, collaboration and quiet study spaces, art gallery, multiple
meeting rooms, break out and bistro areas, student teaching spaces and a Cafe / Atrium.
With a real emphasis on design, texture and ﬂexibility, Elite’s Design Team created numerous 2D ﬂoor
plans and subsequent 3D drawings and revisions to allow the Client to visualise the ﬁnal solution. This
was an ideal tool as it enabled the Client to engage with Staff and Students to provide a solution to
include their thoughts.
Delivery and installation was successfully completed within budget over a three week period.
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CLIENT

MCE Insurance

LOCATION

Northampton, UK
APSS had been working with MCE for a couple of years on various projects. Their latest project
involved the interior layout and design of their new ofﬁce and factory.
The project required full mechanical and electrical wiring, installation of glass partitions to create
meeting rooms, complete decoration including ﬂooring and branded wall decals and furniture supply,
for which Elite were engaged with.
A number of Elite’s products were selected to complete the design including Matrix desks, Vida task
chairs, Zen bistro chairs, Cascara lounge chairs, Fliptop and Reﬂex meeting tables and Retreat
booths. Together the products and speciﬁed ﬁnishes mirrored the company’s identity.
The works were carried out during an 8-week schedule, with further works to follow on their second
factory/ofﬁce building.
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CLIENT
Midﬁx

LOCATION

Nottingham, UK
MIDFIX, an innovative and fast-growing company based in Nottingham were running short of space in
their existing buildings. An ideal opportunity arose for them to take on an additional 27,000ft² building
on the same estate.
They engaged with Accent Ofﬁce Interiors to deliver a holistic building renovation and ﬁt out that now
hosts their growing design, innovation and business development teams. A number of ranges from
Elite’s portfolio were selected to complement the design Accent’s team produced including Matrix
desking, i-sit, Vida task chairs and Multiply Wood breakout chairs.
The project was delivered on time and within budget and has resulted in a visible rise in productivity
following occupation.
“The whole project was run with zero friction and any challenges that arose were dealt with a
‘can-do’ attitude, making the whole journey a very refreshing experience.”
Adrian Fowler, MD
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CLIENT

Odyssey Systems

LOCATION

Stockton-on-Tees, UK
In order to modernise their working environment and create an impact for visiting clients, Odyssey
engaged with Elite to meet their required speciﬁcation.
After initial meetings, it was decided that the Progress range of bench desking was the best solution
due to its contemporary feel and features, such as the full gas lift height adjustment. These were
teamed with the Mix chair, offering a range of ergonomic functionality and the option to move away
from a traditional black mesh look.
To further enhance the feel the client went for the Retreat booth seating and leather Cascara high
back chairs with deep buttoning. The ﬁnishes consisted of white for the desktops and frames, the
screens were ﬁnished in white metal work with blue acrylic panels and white frames for the Mix
chairs complemented with white leather seat pads and blue mesh. The breakout seating consisted of
a mixture of blue and white leather.
Overall, the furniture married well with the ultra-modern technology that was also being installed,
creating a functional and aesthetically pleasing environment that really represents this brand to the
highest standards.
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CLIENT

Product Compliance Specialists

LOCATION

Buckinghamshire, UK
This was our very ﬁrst project with Concept Corporate, so it was a pleasure to work on a project with
such a fun brief where we able to deliver high quality products on time with no issues, leaving the
customer very pleased with our level of service.
The brief was to provide smart but exciting spaces where their clients can use and capitalise on the
interesting spaces within the building they were occupying. This was achieved by creating break out
areas wisely to allow light and colour to work with the building giving a modern but classy
appearance.
A variety of products were used on the project in order to meet the clients brief, including our Alto
Bench partnered with Bill stools, Matrix desks with Vida task chairs, Fliptop meeting tables with
Tempo meeting chairs and Ben breakout chairs.
"Everyone is in love with our new ofﬁce, it’s exactly what we wanted and needed, it was ahead of
schedule and on budget."
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CLIENT

Shefﬁeld Hallam University

LOCATION
Shefﬁeld, UK

Having successfully completed a design and solution consultation, Elite was appointed to supply all
loose furniture and ﬁttings for the purpose-built Advanced Wellbeing and Research Centre.
The new building comprises ﬁve ﬂoors to accommodate many activities including staff ofﬁces, the
boardroom, multiple meeting rooms, breakout and bistro areas, student classrooms, laboratories,
medical and patient rooms and a bespoke 90 person presentation suite.
With a real emphasis on wellbeing, Elite’s Progress Plus range of electronic sit-stand desks was the
ideal solution for all desk positions allowing users the ﬂexibility to vary how they work throughout the
day.
Coupled with a variety of soft seating elements and meeting pods, Staff are encouraged to interact
and engage away from their desks to help share information and collaborate.
As well as products already available from the Elite portfolio, we were tasked with the challenge of
designing a bespoke tiered seating area to create a theatre-style presentation suite for lectures. Elite
successfully developed, manufactured and installed a solution that incorporated the Enna design
achieving an elegant and formal environment.
Elite also sourced and installed medical equipment to allow for patient examination, consultation and
interaction within a medical environment.
Due to delays with construction, Elite happily accommodated the institute’s request to delay the
delivery and install schedule, allowing the storage of products for up to a month. The project was
successfully delivered within budget and installed in phases over three weeks.
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CLIENT

Simply Business

LOCATION

Northampton, UK
As one of the UK’s biggest commercial insurance brokers with a bold online presence, Simply
Business engaged with Rhino Interiors for a complete interiors re-ﬁt and refurbishment of their
impressively-scaled yet uninspiring building in Northampton.
They desired a vibrant and dynamic transformation to mirror their branding and website. With an
enviable reputation as a great company to work for, they wanted to develop an energetic culture to
reﬂect this, fully focused on their employees, giving them engaging and eye-catching spaces to work.
Rhino produced a unique, leading-edge environment including a bespoke, fully ﬂexible auditorium
with interactive screen and café zone utilising a striking steampunk theme, ﬁnished with our Bill bar
stools.
Rhino fully incorporated agile working principles into the design strategy, using Harmony benches,
Retreat seating booths and Evo Plus modules to make the workspaces adaptable and ﬂuid, where
staff can move from one space to another and work in the environment they prefer, and with no
barriers between the ‘social’ and ‘work’ areas, employees don’t feel any division between the
workforce.
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CLIENT

Table Tennis England

LOCATION

Milton Keynes, UK
On the move to their new ofﬁce in Milton Keynes, Table Tennis England selected JPA Furniture to plan
and furnish their new premises.
An important element of the project was for JPA Furniture to select items from reputable, ethical and
sustainable supply chains, achieving a commendable SKA ﬁtout rating for their client.
Additionally, an audit was carried out of existing furniture items, allowing JPA to rehome redundant
task chairs and storage at no charge back into the community, saving charitable organisations valuable
funds.
In order to help Table Tennis England visualise what the ﬁnished design would look like, JPA's team
produced 2D plans and 3D renders incorporating a colour scheme of red, white and blue to
complement the clients brand and bring the space together to reﬂects the organisation’s culture.
During the furniture selection process, Elite's Flexi range of desks was deliberately chosen as it
would assist the client in the future should their ofﬁce requirements change, due to the ease of
reconﬁguring the space with the range's slimline frame.
A cheeky nod to this multipurpose space and active working sees the inclusion of a 2018 World Cup
Table Tennis Table, which doubles up as a in-ofﬁce meeting table when required.
The project achieved the brief of creating a more dynamic, engaging and productive ofﬁce space.
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CLIENT
UNiDAYS

LOCATION

Nottingham, UK
UNiDAYS approached Proici to take on the development of their new, recently purchased Head Ofﬁce.
Built in 1907, the 6-storey building was in a dilapidated state and required a full renovation to create a
contemporary ofﬁce, capable of accommodating 350 staff.
Fortunately, the building still harboured many of its original features and Proici worked to create a
harmonious balance between the natural architectural character and contemporary furnishings.
Following extensive works to recondition the building into a safe and secure space, the third and
fourth ﬂoor were designed to incorporate ofﬁces, meeting rooms, meeting booths, breakout spaces,
teapoint and dining areas and WC environments, which is where Elite were introduced to provide
furniture solutions that supported UNiDAYS aim to create a practical, yet modern environment for
their staff. This included the use of Vida task chairs at workstations, Harmony and Loco benches
teamed with Bill seating for diverse meeting spaces and Reﬂex managers desks.
Products were ﬁnished to mirror the vibrant themes running throughout the ofﬁce space.
Considering the size and scale of the project and the result of their meticulous planning, we were not
surprised when Proici were selected as a ﬁnalist at the 2017 FIS Awards for Design & Contractor
Installation over £1m category.
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CLIENT

Virgin Trains

LOCATION
York, UK

APSS were appointed by Virgin Trains East Coast to redesign and ﬁt their ofﬁces in the centre of
York. The designs were presented and reﬁned over a number of weeks to suit the customers
objectives and budget.
The refurbishment took place over a 20-week period and included 3 ﬂoors of open plan ofﬁce space,
individual ofﬁces, meeting rooms, a boardroom and staff areas.
APSS selected a number of Elite products to furnish the areas, including Optima Plus desking to
manage the complex cable installations, Segment soft seating and Escape lounge chairs for relaxed
breakout areas and High back Evo booths for introducing agile working methods.
The products selected from Elite’s portfolio were ﬁnished to represent the iconic Virgin brand that
resonated throughout the ofﬁces.
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CLIENT

White Horse Machinery

LOCATION
Harrogate, UK

White Horse Machinery recently moved to an exciting new location on Hornbeam Park in Harrogate.
This industry-leading business strive to stay one step ahead of the game and offer their customers
the best experience on the market.
To enhance this, Absolute Commercial Interiors partnered with White Horse to transform part of their
new premises into a modern and branded ofﬁce space, working closely on the project, our Lux
Benches, Vida Chairs, Bill stools and Cascara seating were used as they really provided the look that
ACI and the client wanted to achieve. Featuring an industrial style throughout to keep the interior
in-keeping with the rest of the warehouse. We intertwined the brand’s colours with their new
interior to create a contemporary and stylish ofﬁce featuring an open plan workspace, collaborative
meeting area and breakout space. Their bespoke and productive ofﬁce interior now supports White
Horse Machinery in offering the very best in terms of products, technology and customer service.
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CLIENT BASE
Abbey National
Aberdeenshire Council
Age Concern
AMK Inc
Anchorage Capital Group
Angus Council
Ann Summers
ANS Group
Ansett Worldwide Airlines
Apex Travel Limited
Appleby Group
Arnold Laver Timber World
B&Q
B&M Installations
BAe Systems
Bank Of England
Bayford Fuels
BBC Television
Best Western
BHP Chartered Accountants
Blackpool Borough Council
BMI British Midland Airlines
BMW Motor Group
Boots Chemist
BP British Petroleum
Brake Bros Plc
British American Racing
British Sugar
Cargills
Carlton Television
Chevrolet
Clariant
Clugston Construction
Coca-Cola
Comet Group
Co-op
Corus Steel
Croatia Airlines
Cyclacel
Daniel Electronics USA
East Riding Of Yorkshire Council
Ericsson Telecommunications
Eurocar
Fellowes
Ferrari
FlyBe Airlines
Focus School
Ford
Fox International
Gleeson Recruitment Group
GNER
Granada Television
Grant Rail
Greater Manchester Police
Google
Haribo
Harrods
Haslam Homes
Haven Holidays
Hess Petroleum
HM Prison Service
HM Revenue & Customs
Honda
HSS Hire Shops
i2 Ofﬁce
Ipswich Town Football Club
Jackson Building Centres
JCT600 Motor Group
Johnson & Johnson
Jordan Formula 1 Racing
Lamborghini Automobiles
Le Meridien Hotels
Leeds United Football Club
LinkedIn
LinPac Plastics
Loughborough University
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UK DISTRIBUTION
Manchester Airport
Manchester City Council
Manchester City Football Club
Manchester United Football Club
Marr Foods
Merck Millipore
Midwich Marketing
National Power
National Tyres and Autocare
Network Rail
Newcastle University
NHS
North Eastern University Purchasing Consortium
North Yorkshire County Council
Northern Gas Network
Norton Finance
Nottingham County Council
Now Airlines
O2 Telecommunications
Odyssey
Optare Coaches
P&O
Peel Airports
Peugeot
PGS Atlantic Power
Porsche
POW WOW
RAC
RACAL Telecommunications
Reebok
Remploy
Rentokil Initial
RMS Europe Shipping
Robin Hood Doncaster Shefﬁeld Airport
Rock FM
Rolawn
Rolls Royce
RSSL
Savills
Scottish Power
Shepherd Construction
Shefﬁeld Hallam University
Skipton Building Society
SKY Television (BSKYB)
Siemens
Smith+Nephew
Schweppes
Tayto Crisps Ireland
Thales
The Outlook Creative Group
The University of Birmingham
The University of Derby
The University of Durham
The University of Hull
The University of Leeds
The University of Nottingham
The University of Shefﬁeld
Ticketmaster
Toray International UK Ltd
Toyota
USAF / RAF Menwith Hill
UTV Television & Radio
Volkswagen Group
Volvo
Wakeﬁeld District Council
Wales Cymru Tourist Ofﬁce
Walkers Crisps
Wallace Arnold Worldchoice
Warwickshire County Council
Wimpey Homes
Wincanton Logistics
WorldPay
York City Council
York Railway Museum
Yorkshire Bank

By partnering with prestige dealers offering
national coverage within the UK, we are
proud of our networks ability to distribute
products efﬁciently with as little impact on
the environment as possible.

GOOLE, EAST RIDING OF YORKSHIRE.
HEAD OFFICE, SHOWROOM & FACTORY

LONDON OFFICE & SHOWROOM

We are particularly proud of our heritage
within the Northern Powerhouse, most
recently supported within the governments
manifesto, which aims to boost the
economic growth of major Northern cities,
alleviating the UK’s economic reliance on
London, allowing the UK to advance its
position within the global market.
Located in Yorkshire, next to the M62, we
have instant access to a key links to these
major cities including Manchester, Leeds,
Hull, York and Shefﬁeld.

NORWAY
UK
IRELAND

THE NETHERLANDS

U.S.A.
DUBAI
INDIA

SOUTH AFRICA

GLOBAL REACH
We are committed to developing our global reach, allowing our customers and clients to also beneﬁt from our efforts.
Whilst we aim to support our customers’ requirements across the globe, we are conscious of retaining our attitude to the quality of our
products, the way we distribute these efﬁciently and the personal service our customers receive. This includes the emphasis on our
sourced materials continuing to adhere to bodies such as PEFC (Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certiﬁcation) and selecting
exportation partners with similar environmental and sustainability goals.
Our network within the global economy, which now spans four continents, indicates our ongoing progression and we have plans to
extend this network through 2017 and beyond.
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